Influence of duty ratio of metallic gratings applied in quantum well infrared photodetector (QWIP) with detection ranging from 3 m to 5 m was studied in this paper. The influence on longer enhanced wavelength working at infrared waveband was investigated. A relationship between the duty ratio and the enhanced peak intensity is given. Some results can be applied to optimize the enhanced efficiency of the metallic gratings.
Introduction
Recently, many research papers report the enhanced and localized surface plasmon due to the unique feature of extraordinary transmission [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . As well known, to excite surface plasmon, approaches of both prism and grating coupling are applicable. The former needs an appropriate angle to form perfect total reflection which depends on the thickness of the metal film [6, 7] . However, period and duty ratio of a metallic grating directly influence the position of the enhanced resonant peak and corresponding values. As a coupling layer of quantum well infrared photodetector (QWIP), it is necessary to consider the feasibility while manufacture QWIP distributed as arrays in large-area [8] . Therefore, the grating coupling will be more appropriate for the infrared imaging devices because of its smaller volume and good controllability in comparison to the approach of prim coupling. To utilize the enhancement of surface plasmon (SP), we investigated the characteristics and fundamental issues of the metallic gratings in the view of optimization of the duty ratio. Investigation of the optimized duty ratio was carried out for the purpose of improving enhanced resonant peak in the infrared waveband.
Theory Background and Computational Setup
For calculation of the metallic grating, there are some important parameter settings to be considered firstly. The type of the gratings, the period of the arrays, the arrangement mode and size of the holes are all the crucial factors [9] [10] [11] [12] . Some papers reported the calculation of the array period by means of the formulas of dispersion relations as follows [1, 7, 13, 14] :
where, a 0 is the period of the grating,  1 and  2 is the dielectric constants of the medium and metal respectively, and i and j are the integral numbers. Equation (1) is for the array with square cross section. Equation (2) is the array with regular triangle cross section which is calculated by the similar method of phase-matching. The momentum of SP matches the momentum of regular triangle crystal lattice the incident photon. However, the radius of the hole, the thickness of metal film and the hole array will be the three important factors to be determined. Here, we choose the metallic gratings consist of Au film with characteristics of stability and the hollow holes embedded in the sapphire substrate. Though the surface plasmon is sensitive to thickness, the point of this paper is about the duty ratio of the metal gratings. Hence, the Au film was set as 50 nm, which is an optimized thickness as [10] . Shape of the periodic arrange of air holes is regular triangle. We chose a regular triangle lattice instead of square lattice because the former has the wide bandwidth of enhancement as well as large maximal transmission domain due to its symmetrical geometry, and thus the Equation (2) will be practical in the numerical calculation [12] . The simulation model in the software FDTD solutions was established, as shown in Figure 1 . The computational numerical calculation was carried out for the purpose of deriving optimized duty ratio for the gratings in infrared waveband and focus on the midinfrared as well as far infrared where the photodetector works. Therefore, we chose the points in the range from 5 m to 9 m and calculated the period for each corresponding enhanced peak firstly. Then we can obtain the enhanced peak positions and corresponding array periods, as shown in Table 1 . For each corresponding periods, we chose a series of radius which match along with the duty ratio as 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, and 0.50, respectively. Calculation of the transmission spectrum was performed by means of finite difference and time domain (FDTD) algorithm [15] .
By calculation, we obtained seven groups of data, as shown in Figure 2 . The x-axis denotes the duty ratio of the metallic grating, and the y-axis represents the enhanced peak value for each duty ratio. With increasing of the period of the array, the enhanced peak value decreases and the optimizing duty ratio increases accordingly. As can be seen in Figure 2 , we picked up the data with the relationship between array period and the enhanced peak intensity, and re-plotted, as shown in relationship. With increasing of the array period, the intensity decreases. This is a qualitative analysis and suggests a rough changing tendency. The intensity is calculated assuming incident beam intensity with value of 1. However, the most important point of our work is searching the relationship between enhanced wavelength and the duty ratio which can be a reference in the designing of the metallic gratings. As can be seen from Table 1 and Figure 2 , for each period it corresponds to an enhanced wavelength and an optimizing duty ratio which indicates the duty ratio when the y-axis value approaches to be maximum for each curve, as shown in Figure 2 . Hence, it is easy to obtain the relationship of enhanced wavelength and the optimizing duty ratio. Figure 4 shows the relationship. And the fitting formula is shown as follows: wavelength exactly. We can find its optimizing duty ratio from this curve once the response wavelength is determined. Figure 4 gives us directly the guideline in the design. Corresponding to each response wavelength we can derive the optimized duty ratio for a strongest enhanced peak value.
Results and Discussion
As can be seen, the effect of surface plasmon becomes less effective while the enhanced peak intensity drops being weak [16] . However, it can be seen from Figure 3 that certain period value is minimum which will cause the surface plasmon losing its effectiveness of enhancement obviously when the period increases. The duty ratio of the most enhanced peak increases in this case. When the period is large enough, the duty ratio closes to the case that there is a few holes only on the Au film. The peak intensity will equal to that of the light source intensity [17] [18] [19] . For different sizes of array structures, it needs different duty ratios so as to obtain the optimized enhancement which is in the same level of orders of magnitude of the enhanced wavelength [20, 21] . Similarly, the changing rule is a nonlinear curve, when the curve close to a value which requires duty ratio turns to be infinite. Then the surface plasmon enhancement loses its effectiveness [21] [22] [23] [24] . This result proves further that surface plasmon effect dose not fit for jumbo size structure. To validate whether this changing rules is exact or not, we collected more results to check it. By choosing any enhanced wavelength, such as 4.5 m, then calculate the array period using Equation (2) , and the wavelength is almost 2.918 m. The corresponding optimized duty ratio for such a responding wavelength will be close to 0.1028. And the radius can be calculated to be 0.4912 m. This is an analysis result from the curve in Figure 4 theoretically, whereas change its radius in the simulations. We calculated the results as shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that assumes a certain radius which can gen- erate optimized enhancement through surface plasmon. It is not difficult to derive the optimized radius of 0.5046 m after fitting the data. However, it is apparent that the two values are close. The difference of several nanometers can be ignored for an array with dimension of several microns. Thus, the fitting accuracy is high enough for the curve of Figure 4 . Hence, Equation (3) can be an empirical formula and provides a rough guide during the designing of the metallic grating for infrared band at least.
Summary
To investigate basic rules regarding metallic gratings being used for QWIP, we carried out optimization of duty ratio of the metallic gratings. For the periodic array with a certain period, we performed an investigation regarding changing trend of enhanced resonant peak and the duty ratio for different periods in infrared waveband, and analyzed the relationship between duty ratio and enhanced peak intensity. In addition, the curves of enhanced wavelength and duty ratio were also studied which can be used as a basic rule of the metallic grating. To prove validity of the trend and rule, we simulated a group of models with different radius which mean different duty ratios also. After comparison, the results demonstrated that the trend and rule are valid, and can be treated as a guide for further study of metallic grating in infrared band.
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